Baggage Mishaps - Logic Puzzle

Savannah, one of three girls representing their country as Miss Panama, Miss France, and Miss America, got distracted when her plane arrived at East Central Airport. Now she’s at Lost and Found with two other girls who, by coincidence, are the other country representatives, each waiting to retrieve one lost piece of luggage of a different color - black, green or yellow. Each girl is traveling from her home country to that of one of the other girls. Because this is Logic Land, the unlikelihood of the girls actually sharing the same airport is not of any concern in solving this puzzle. From this information and the clues, for each girl, can you determine her title, her destination and the color of her suitcase?

1. The three girls are Savannah, the American with the yellow suitcase and the one traveling to America.
2. Carmelita wants her suitcase to stand out, so she is not the person with the black suitcase.
3. Of the girl with the lovely yellow suitcase and Savannah, one is traveling to Panama and the other is the American citizen.
4. Gloria is neither the American citizen nor the one going to France, and she does not have a black suitcase.
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